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Stargate Atlantis Brimstone
Fifteen freedom of speech-themed tales for the dark of heart. Fifteen twisted visions of
consequences from some of the finest writers of the dark fantastique: Chet Williamson
Elizabeth Massie Matt Hayward Jessica McHugh Richard Christian Matheson Jenny Orosel
Jack Ketchum Georgia R. Buns Tom Monteleone Patricia Lee Macomber David Niall Wilson
Robert Guffey Joseph Mulak Michael Picco Norman Spinrad Fifteen stories from living
legends, rising stars, venerable masters and surprising newcomers, exploring our troubled
past, our turbulent present, and frightening futures yet to come. Freedom of Screech. It’s not
for the faint of heart.
???·????????????????????????·???????????????????????????·??????????????????????????
???????????·???????????????????????????????????·??????????????????????????????????
????????????·????????……
When Captain Hunter and the crew of the Endeavor come across an alien ship, they have no
idea what caused the deaths of its entire crew. Could they be infected with some unknown
virus? Or did they simply all go mad and kill each other? Once Dr. Klein rules out infection, it
seems like they're in the clear. Until, that is, some strange phenomenon invades the ship.
Suddenly, crew members are acting strangely and the ship's course keeps changing against
orders. To make matters worse, Commander Bishop and Captain Hunter port down to the
aliens' home world to investigate, and end up imprisoned. Now, it's up to the rest of the crew to
free them and save the ship...and themselves.
There are incidents and emergencies in the world that defy logical explanation, events that
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could be defined as supernatural, extraterrestrial, or simply otherworldly. Standard laws do not
allow for such instances, nor are most officials or authorities trained to handle them. In
recognition of these facts, one organization has been created that can. Assembled by a loose
international coalition, their mission is to deal with these situations using diplomacy, guile,
force, and strategy as necessary. They shield the rest of the world from their own actions, and
clean up the messes left in their wake. They are our protection, our guide, our sword, and our
voice, all rolled into one. They are O.C.L.T. A vision from ancient Egypt and a call from an old
acquaintance send Rebecca York, mystic, occult expert, and adventurer to Arizona, and then
Jerusalem and the Dead Sea to prevent a horrifying attack from the annals of history. Rebecca
and computer expert Wendell "Mack" Macklemore team up with a renegade Vatican monk, a
street urchin from Jerusalem, and an agent of the Mossad to prevent Amunet, an Egyptian
sorceress, from exacting an ancient revenge and unleashing a terrorist attack that could
plunge the Middle East into an era of darkness. This is the first full length novel of the O.C.L.T.
- the Orphic Crisis Logistical Taskforce. The events of this novel predate the actual formation
of the O.C.L.T., joining with the novellas "Brought to Light" by Aaron Rosenberg, and "The
Temple of Camazotz," by David Niall Wilson. Each of these works introduces another facet of
team, which is formally introduced in the O.C.L.T. novel by Aaron Rosenberg : Incursion.
??????(Much Ado About Nothing) ????????????1600????????????1598-1599?????[1]
??????????????????????????????????
?????????????????Claudio?Hero???????????????????Benedick?Beatrice???????
??????????????
??????????????? ???????????? ???????? Scott McCloud ?? ????????????????????1978?????
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?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ? ?????????????????
Elainee???????? ? ????????? ? ????????????? ????????????????????????????????? ???????
???????????? ????????????? ???????? ????????——??????Kurt Vonnegut??????????
????????????????????????——???????John Updike?????????? ??????????????????——??????
?????????????????????——????????Scott McCloud??????? ?????????Ray Bradbury??????O.
Henry.???????????——?????Neil Gaiman????
???????????????????????????????——??????Jules Feiffer?????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????
???1930?????????????????????——???????????????????????????????????????????????????
??? ????????Julian Voloj???? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????55?????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????John Repp ??????????????????
????????????????????1940????????????????????The Spirit??????????????????????1978??
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????19
78???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????…… ????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???
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Cara Bishop already saved the world. Now, with the war over and the aliens defeated, she's
teaching other pilots to fly the alien ships that turned the tide. Until the government approaches
her about joining a super secret mission, that is. Steve Hunter is the product of alien DNA. He
was created in a lab, designed to destroy the aliens in a ground war that was never fought.
Now, they're finally putting him to use as the leader of this new mission. Together with the
scientist who created Steve and the genius who invented the ship, Cara and her captain set off
on a final adventure. The U.S.S. Endeavor goes in search of allies among the stars. What they
find is more than they ever bargained for. If their mission is to be a success, they will have to
solve a mystery and escape destruction at the hands of an all new foe. All in a day's work for
the Endeavor crew.
The first of our series of holiday bundles, Realms of Wonder features fourteen novels of
science fiction or fantasy by various award-winning and bestselling authors. For $2.99, you're
getting fourteen novels, each the first book in a continuing series, containing over 1.15 million
words in total, and a savings of almost $50 if each title was purchased separately. This bundle
is only available for a limited time, so purchase your copy before it's gone. Titles included in
this collection: The Birth of the Dread Remora - by Aaron Rosenberg - Book I of The Tales of
the Scattered Earth The Parting - by David Niall Wilson - Book I of the Novels of the O.C.L.T.
Haydn of Mars - By Al Sarrantonio - Book I of The Masters of Mars Trilogy City of Iron - By
Chet Williamson - Book I of The Searchers Series Exile - By Al Sarrantonio - Book One of The
Five Worlds Trilogy Blood River Down - By Charles L. Grant - Book I of The Quest for the
White Duck Trilogy A Malady of Magicks - By Craig Shaw Gardner - Book I of The Ebenezum
Series Symphony - By Charles L. Grant - Book I of The Millennium Quartet Lost Things - By
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Melissa Scott & Jo Graham - Book I of The Order of the Air The Phoenix Bells - By Kathryn
Ptacek - Book I of The Land of Ten Thousand Willows Heart of a Dragon - By David Niall
Wilson - Book I of The DeChance Chronicles No Small Bills - By Aaron Rosenberg - Book I of
The Adventures of DuckBob Five-Twelfths of Heaven - By Melissa Scott - Book I of The Roads
of Heaven Trilogy The Quest of the Thirteen - By John DeFilippis - Book I of The Medallion of
Mavinor Series

Donovan DeChance is a collector of ancient manuscripts and books, a practicing
mage, and a private investigator. When, despite the finest in natural and
supernatural security, a sexy and well-loved, three hundred year old lady vampire
is kidnapped right out from under her lover's nose, Donovan is called in to
investigate. He soon finds that there is much more to the case than a simple
abduction when an unknown intruder invades his home and steals a very rare,
very ancient manuscript. There will be no ransom for the kidnap victim, and if
Donovan doesn't prevent an ancient, forbidden ritual from reaching its
culmination, far more than a single vampire's undead existence will be at stake.
Calling on his lover and partner, Amethyst, and an odd assortment of contacts,
informants, and connections, Donovan follows the ghostly trail of the kidnapper
through a winding maze of intrigue-always a step behind-through magical battles,
murders, and confrontations with a rogue band of young vampires intent on
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beating Donovan at his own game. Vintage Soul is a dark urban supernatural
mystery with a hint of romance. Set in an underground society, a city within the
city of San Valencez, California, it opens portals to the unknown darkness that
surrounds us. Fast-paced, strewn with clues, investigation, and magic, this is a
book sure to slake the appetites of fans of mystery and the supernatural.
Welcome to the darkness; welcome to The DeChance Chronicles.
????·???????????Titus Andronicus????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?? ??????
???????????????????? ??????????????????? ???????????????????……
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??????????4.2????? ???????????? ?Goodreads??????????????????
????????????YALSA?????????? ?????? ????????????? ???????????????
?????????????????????……? ?????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???? ?????? ???????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????
????????????????????????????……??????????????VOYA?
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????…
….???????????????????????? ??? ?? (??)
Foreman James has always walked the streets of Old Mill, North Carolina,
standing tall on street corners and booming his "story" to the world. Not many
know where he comes from, or where he goes - no one knows the whole story.
When an old, hand-written journal Foreman has carried since childhood goes
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missing, his carefully preserved world begins to crumble, and Old Mill takes
notice. When Cletus J. Diggs' buddy Jasper drops by to tell him how the crazy
man was accosting pedestrians on the street, nearly got picked up by the sheriff,
and drew the attention of one of the most powerful, and potentially evil men in ten
country miles, Jarrod Pope, Cletus is interested. You see, Cletus found a book
that day - a very old book - and it has bits and pieces of a very personal, very
dark mystery tucked into its weathered pages. Can Cletus, investigator, commonlaw lawyer, journalist, ordained minister and self-taught jack of all trades unravel
that mystery despite the years that separate him from it before something very
bad happens? Will Jasper ever get to go fishing? Will Foreman get his book back
- and just what happened, decades in the past, when the old peanut oil factory
burned down - the Day Jarrod Pope was a hero? Find out in the pages of The
Crazy Case of Foreman James - the second Cletus J. Diggs supernatural
mystery. Welcome to Old Mill.
Donovan DeChance is a collector of ancient manuscripts and books, a practicing
mage, and a private investigator. This Omnibus Collection includes books I, II, III,
and IV of the series. Included are Heart of a Dragon, Vintage Soul, My Soul to
Keep (The Origin story of Donovan DeChance) and Kali's Tale - book IV of the
series. Also included are the bonus novellas "The Not Quite Right Reverend
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Cletus J. Diggs & The Currently Accepted Habits of Nature," and "The Preacher's
Marsh," both of which provide background on settings and characters that appear
in Kali's Tale. If you enjoy this book, you should read Nevermore, A Novel of
Love, Loss & Edgar Allan Poe, which follows on Kali's Tale, has a cameo from
Donovan DeChance, and leads into Book V - A Midnight Dreary, currently in
progress. Heart of a Dragon: When a local houngan begins meddling with powers
she may not be able to control, a turf war breaks out between the Dragons
motorcycle club and the Los Escorpiones street gang—a war that threatens to
open portals between worlds and destroy the city in the process. With his lover,
Amethyst, his familiar, Cleo – an Egyptian Mau the size of a small bobcat –the
dubious aid of a Mexican sorcerer named Martinez and the budding gifts of a
young artist named Salvatore, DeChance begins a race against time, magic, and
almost certain death. Vintage Soul: When, despite the finest in natural and
supernatural security, a sexy and well-loved, three hundred year old lady vampire
is kidnapped right out from under her lover's nose, Donovan is called in to
investigate. There will be no ransom for the kidnap victim, and if Donovan doesn't
prevent an ancient, forbidden ritual from reaching its culmination, far more than a
single vampire's undead existence will be at stake. My Soul to Keep: Donovan
DeChance is a very private man, and he is in love. When he invites his partner
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and lover, Amethyst, for a quiet dinner, she has no idea of his true intention.
Donovan has planned a sharing - a vision that will give her the keys to his early
life - the origins of his power - and a lot more than she bargained for. Join young
Donovan as he fights to keep his soul, save a town, and learn the roots of his
teacher and guardian - and meet his familiar, Cleo. Kali's Tale: When Donovan is
asked to follow in secret as a hot-headed group of young vampires set out on a
'blood quest' to kill the ancient who created the young vampire Kali against her
will, he learns that - as usual - there is a lot more to the story than meets the eye.
Through the juke joints of Beale Street in Memphis, to the depths of The Great
Dismal Swamp, Donovan and his lover and partner, Amethyst, find themselves
drawn along on one of the strangest quests in their long, enigmatic lives as they
delve into the world of the undead, the magic of The Blues, and the very heart of
alchemy both to protect their young, vampiric charges - and to prevent an ancient
evil from destroying the balance of power in the universe. This novel directly
crosses over to the original series O.C.L.T. - where Donovan is a sometimes
consultant. It features appearances by Geoffrey Bullfinch and Rebecca York,
O.C.L.T. agents, as well as Old Mill, North Carolina's own Cletus J. Diggs.
Something in Lavender, California is waking up. Rituals not properly completed
for centuries are coming together. Nothing is what it seems. When Nick
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Leatherman, his girlfriend Ruthie, and their buddies Flash and Weasel invade
Shady Grove Cemetery for a “ghost hunt” on their way home from a concert,
they are drawn into a web of darkness and intrigue that threatens to consume
them. Nick and Ruthie witness a gruesome murder, and Nick’s pocketknife
shows up at the crime scene the next morning. Nick has had problems in the
past, and Inspector Kendall Straker remembers. He remembers Ned
Leatherman, Nick’s alcoholic step-father as well, and he doesn’t believe the boy
is a killer. The problem is that the knife - emblazoned with the name of the band
Maelstrom - is the only clue he has. Horace Goldbough is the local pastor. He’s
built a huge following and a beautiful church, but there are things about the good
reverend that the town doesn’t know. In particular there is his relationship with a
dark woman named Beauchane, and a certain book he keeps hidden from the
world. With local reporters, and a television talk-show host hounding his every
step, Straker attempts to unravel the series of grisly killings terrorizing Lavender,
while simultaneously protecting Nick. Nick, in the meantime, has begun his own
investigation, feeling trapped and needing to clear his name. Ritual words are
being spoken, and a power that has been denied access to the Earth for
centuries is poised to strike. The clock is ticking. Can Straker, Nick, and
Maelstrom find the answer to the killings and put an end to them before the final
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ritual takes place, or will a horror be unleashed on the unsuspecting town of
Lavender beyond their comprehension?
Traditional Chinese Edition of Pig the Tourist
Thirteen tales of Elder Gods, Darkness, horror and Lovecraftian madness by
Bram Stoker Award Winning author David Niall Wilson. From crazed sculpting
tenants, to giant wooden cockroaches, to Tarot cards and a creepy old barber
shop, these stories lead through doorways and down corridors that are not of this
world. Published for the first time in this volume is the story Anomaly. Contents
Include: Author's IntroductionGlenn & The Tart of Mortar Psycho Maine
TenantsThe Milk of ParadiseAre You Lookin' For Herb?Cockroach
SuckersDarkness, and the LightDeath, and His Brother SleepDeath Did Not
Become Him - with Patricia Lee MacomberFrom My Reflection, DarklyThe Lost
Wisdom of InstinctRending the VeilThe Hall of Captured GodsAnomalyThe Call
of Distant ShoresPRAISE FOR THIS BOOK: "If you revere the 'traditionalists' of
the horror field like I do -- Lovecraft, Hugh B. Cave, Clark Ashton Smith, Manly
Wade Wellman (who was one of my mentors, I'm proud to say) -- then you'll love
these tales. Many of them would have had pride of place in any issue of Weird
Tales in the 30s or 40s." --Al Sarrantonio, author of Skeletons, Moonbane, and
Halloween and Other SeasonsABOUT THE AUTHOR: David Niall Wilson has
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been writing and publishing horror, dark fantasy, and science fiction since the mideighties. An ordained minister, once President of the Horror Writer's Association
and multiple recipient of the Bram Stoker Award, his novels include Maelstrom,
The Mote in Andrea's Eye, Deep Blue, the Grails Covenant Trilogy, Star Trek
Voyager: Chrysalis, Except You Go Through Shadow, This is My Blood, Ancient
Eyes, On the Third Day, The Orffyreus Wheel, and Vintage Soul. Heart of a
Dragon - the chronological first book in the DeChance Chronicles is now
available. The Stargate Atlantis novel "Brimstone," written with Patricia Lee
Macomber is his most recent title in print - upcoming is The Second Veil, Tales of
the Scattered Earth Book II. He has over 150 short stories published in
anthologies, magazines, and five collections, the most recent of which were
"Defining Moments" published in 2007 by WFC Award winning Sarob Press, and
the currently available "Ennui & Other States of Madness," from Dark Regions
Press. His work has appeared in and is due out in various anthologies and
magazines. David lives and loves with Patricia Lee Macomber in Hertford, NC
with their children, Billy, Zach, Zane, and Katie, and occasionally their genius
college daughter Stephanie. David is CEO and founder of Crossroad Press, a
cutting edge digital publishing company specializing in electronic novels,
collections, and non-fiction, as well as unabridged audiobooksPRAISE FOR
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DAVID NIALL WILSON'S WORKFor Deep Blue: " Wilson demonstrates that a
horror novel doesn't need gallons of blood to succeed, that spiritual terror can be
even more effective." - Publisher's Weekly"This is an exquisite meditation upon
the nature of pain and redemption written with a blues sensibility that rolls
through the mind like bleak, resounding chords of dark music. The perfect novel
for a hot, sultry night." - J. L. Comeau - CountGore.comFor This is My Blood:
"Wilson's prose is smooth and powerful, carrying its allegorical weight with grace.
His first novel is one of the most unique vampire stories to appear in recent
years, balancing themes of damnation and prophesy against those of faith and
redemption." - Publisher's WeeklyFor The Orffyreus Wheel - " The book started
off with a bang. From page one the book is intense and filled with suspense." Blondie - Amazon.com

???????????,?????????,??????????????,????????·??·??????????????,????????,????????????
???.
???????????????????-??2951?????????????????????????????-??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????——????????????????????????????
???????——????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????“??”——????????????????????????????????????
Traditional Chinese edition of Fallen - a youth romance of a supernatural sort. In Traditional
Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
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Nevermore is a dark, historical fantasy filled with romance, southern charm, and all the
trappings of a classic historical romance. Walking the line between the occult, the paranormal,
and the reality of 1800s life in The Great Dismal Swamp, Nevermore is also chock full of action
and adventure. Follow Edgar Allan Poe and Lenore into The Great Dismal Swamp and
experience one version of the birth of Poe's famous poem, "The Raven." On the banks of Lake
Drummond, on the edge of The Great Dismal Swamp, there is a tree in the shape of a woman.
One dark, moonlit night, two artists met at The Lake Drummond Hotel, built directly on the
borderline of North Carolina and Virginia. One was a young woman with the ability to see
spirits trapped in trees and stone, anchored to the earth beyond their years. Her gift was to
draw them, and then to set them free. The other was a dark man, haunted by dreams and
visions that brought him stories of sadness and pain, and trapped in a life between the powers
he sensed all around him, and a mundane existence attended by failure. They were Eleanore
MacReady, Lenore, to her friends, and a young poet named Edgar Allan Poe, who traveled
with a crow that was his secret, and almost constant companion, a bird named Grimm for the
talented brothers of fairy-tale fame. Their meeting drew them together in vision, and legend,
and pitted their strange powers and quick minds against the depths of the Dismal Swamp itself,
ancient legends, and time. Once, upon a shoreline dreary, there was a tree. This is her story.
AUTHOR'S NOTE: This novel is a direct spin-off from "Kali's Tale," the fourth book in the
DeChance Chronicles - initially it was going to be the prologue to book V - but is now a fully
separated, stand-alone work - though the stories tie together, and are all one big story - as
novels, over time, tend to become. Book One, "Heart of a Dragon," is only .99 and books 2-4
are now available in a single omnibus edition. If you enjoy Nevermore, you may find The
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DeChance Chronicles to your liking. Book V - "A Midnight Dreary," will be available in 2015
and draws directly on elements of Nevermore.
The Stargate Atlantis team discover a city on a moon that's about to plunge into its own sun,
but the city which looked as if it had been abandoned turns out to be inhabited by descendants
of the Ancients who have fallen into decadence and debauchery. Faced with a dissolute
society disinterested in their own fate and unable to escape, the team must fight their way free
before being plunged into a fiery death.
Fox Pictures has bought the rights to the film, which will be played by Taylor, who plays the
werewolf in the Twilight movie. Lott leads the starring Hugh Jackman supervised its creation
and death, and it stared at everything. Finn can't remember his childhood. He doesn't
remember his previous life in Incaseron- this is a forbidden place that has been sealed off for
hundreds of years, where prisoners live in prisons, abandoned cities, and endless wilderness.
People can escape. Then, he found a crystal key and a girl named Claudia. Claudia's father is
the Warden of Incaseron.
The Stargate Atlantis team discover a city on a moon that's about to plunge into its own sun.
But the city which looked as if it had been abandoned turns out to be inhabited by descendants
of the Ancients who have fallen into decadence and debauchery. Faced with a dissolute
society disinterested in their own fate and unable to escape, the team must fight their way free
before being plunged into a fiery death.
“All that grows must decompose.” —Cletus J. Diggs. When Cletus J. Diggs gets a visit from his
buddy Jasper and learns about the dead man sticking boot-first out of the fishing hole, he has
no idea what it will lead to. How could he? Old Mill is famous for a lot of things, good fishing,
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barbecue, over-sized satellite dishes and disappearing beer; it is not known for genetic
research, ancient rituals, or alien abduction. From the moment Cletus and Sheriff Bob drag the
corpse from the fishing hole to the final moments of terror, the action is non-stop, tense, and
filled with surprises. Between the Reverend Dozier and his church, the swamp witch, the albino
twins, and the local lodge’s well-hidden secrets, the strange events in Old Mill, NC are pretty
much out of control. Only Cletus, ordained minister, common law attorney, journalist, private
investigator and jack of all trades can draw together the people and resources necessary to set
things right. The question is, can he do it before it’s too late? This special digital Edition
includes the short story "The Not Quite Right Reverend Cletus J. Diggs & The Fruit of Another
Vine," as well as interior illustrations by Zach McCain AND by the author, David Niall Wilson.
Also included is the author's introduction to "The Not Quite Right Reverend Cletus J. Diggs &
The Crazy Case of Foreman James," as well as an excerpt from that novel!

The music of Rush, one of the most successful bands in music history, is filled with
fantastic stories, evocative images, thought-provoking futures and pasts. In this
anthology, notable, bestselling, and award-winning writers each chose a Rush song as
the spark for a new story, drawing inspiration from the visionary trio Geddy Lee, Alex
Lifeson, and Neil Peart. From stark dystopian struggles to uplifting triumphs of the
human spirit, the characters populating 2113 find strength while searching for hope in a
world that is repressive, dangerous, or just debilitatingly bland. Most of these tales are
science fiction, but some are fantasies, thrillers, even edgy mainstream. Many of
Rush's big hits are represented, as well as deeper cuts . . . with wonderful results. This
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anthology also includes the seminal stories that inspired the Rush classics "Red
Barchetta" and "Roll the Bones," as well as Kevin J. Anderson's novella sequel to the
groundbreaking Rush album 2112. 2113 contains stories by New York Times
bestselling authors Kevin J. Anderson, Michael Z. Williamson, David Alan Mack, David
Farland, Dayton Ward, and Mercedes Lackey; award winners Fritz Leiber, John
McFetridge, Steven Savile, Brad R. Torgersen, Ron Collins, David Niall Wilson, and
Brian Hodge, as well as many other authors with their imaginations on fire.
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???……??????????????????????????????……
There are incidents and emergencies in the world that defy logical explanation, events
that could be defined as supernatural, extraterrestrial, or simply otherworldly. Standard
laws do not allow for such instances, nor are most officials or authorities trained to
handle them. In recognition of these facts, one organization has been created that can.
Assembled by a loose international coalition, their mission is to deal with these
situations using diplomacy, guile, force, and strategy as necessary. They shield the rest
of the world from their own actions, and clean up the messes left in their wake. They
are our protection, our guide, our sword, and our voice, all rolled into one. They are
O.C.L.T. BROUGHT TO LIGHT - by Aaron Rosenberg - When a world-renowned
scientist with a high-level security clearance goes missing in Uppsala, Sweden, and
then a trained CIA operative follows suit, the DIA (Defense Intelligence Agency) taps
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Reed Christopher Hayes ("R. C." to his friends and "Crease" to his teammates) and the
rest of his Military Intelligence unit to investigate. What they find lurking in the shadows
of that quiet little city defies belief. The real question, though, is can they take it down
before more lives are lost—including their own? THE PARTING - by David Niall Wilson A vision from ancient Egypt and a call from an old acquaintance send Rebecca York,
mystic, occult expert, and adventurer to Arizona, and then Jerusalem and the Dead Sea
to prevent a horrifying attack from the annals of history. Rebecca and computer expert
Wendell "Mack" Macklemore team up with a renegade Vatican monk, a street urchin
from Jerusalem, and an agent of the Mossad to prevent Amunet, an Egyptian
sorceress, from exacting an ancient revenge and unleashing a terrorist attack that could
plunge the Middle East into an era of darkness. THE TEMPLE OF CAMAZOTZ Headless bodies are turning up along the Mexican border. The Mexican government
blames overzealous US Border guards. The border guards blame drug runners. In a
village just on the Mexican side of the border, they have other ideas. There are
legends, older even than the Mayan civilization that has died away, of a God. A batheaded vengeful demon. Someone is fanning the flames of that superstition, and the
piles of bodies continue to grow. Geoffrey Bullfinch, folklorist, dabbler in the occult, and
Wendell "Mack" Macklemore, computer genius and extreme sports enthusiast are
called down to investigate. There are plenty of questions, but can they find the answers
before the body count gets too high? Is it possible that they should have let sleeping
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gods lie? INCURSION - R.C. Hayes has settled into his job with the FBI, and put behind
him the strange incident that ended his military career. But when he and his partner are
sent to the Flathead Indian Reservation in Montana to look into a murder, events take
an unsettling and eerily familiar turn. R.C. struggles to solve the case as deaths pile up
around him and as the situation takes a decidedly unnatural cast. With the help of a
mysterious new ally, he may finally come to terms with what happened to him long
ago—and enter a strange new career he is uniquely suited for. Provided he can survive
the incursion of supernatural elements into his supposedly safe and mundane world.
??????????????? ?????????????????? ???????????? ???????????????……?
?????????4.3????? ?????????????????????? Goodreads?????????????????? ?????? ?
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????? ?????????????????????????? ???????????????????……? ??????
?????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????.......???????????????????????? ???
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????? ?????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????
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????????????????????????????????????Goodreads??abigailscupoftea ?????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????Bradwick ??? ?? (??)
From award-winning author David Niall Wilson, what Publishers Weekly calls : "...an
engrossing, poetic novel of spiritual evil..." Brandt is a down-and-out guitarist and
vocalist who believes his life has hit rock bottom. He can't make the rent on his
apartment, he drinks so much he can barely make it to the crappy gig that keeps his
band afloat, let alone play when he gets there. When he leaves the bar one dark night
with a bottle of Jose Cuervo in one hand and his guitar case in the other, he finds he’s
locked out of his apartment with no where to go. In an alley filled with trash can fires
and homeless vagrants, Brandt meets Wally, an old black man who can play the music
that Brandt dreams of – the blues. In the ensuing encounter, Brandt is gifted – or cursed
– with new abilities. He feels the pain building up around him and inside him. Not his
own pain, but the pain of others, the pain of those who have passed away, the pain of
those who died with no one to hear their stories. He becomes a conduit for the pain of
the world. What follows are a series of revelations, one for each member of the band,
and one for a young girl named Liz, drawing them together, and ultimately reuniting
them with Brandt. Together, Brandt, Sinthia, Shaver, Dexter and Liz take off to the
mountain town of Friendly California for a date with pain, destiny, and a silver haired
Reverend who would like to see them dead. In the final showdown, they must meet the
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challenge of the music, the pain, and their mingled histories and stand, or fall, with the
pain of the world in the balance. PRAISE FOR DEEP BLUE: "Wilson demonstrates that
a horror novel doesn't need gallons of blood to succeed, that spiritual terror can be
even more effective." - Publisher's Weekly "Through some great musical imagery and
engrossing sub-plots, David Niall Wilson has written a captivating story that is full of
surprises." - SF Site -Featured review "Wilson paints liquid rainbows when he describes
each band member's experience behind his or her newly-rediscovered instruments and
skills, and if this were all that the book were about, it would be enough. But there's
plenty more going on in Deep Blue to satisfy the author's fans (who are used to him not
sticking to genre conventions) and to draw in plenty of new ones." Craig's Booklist
Reviews
There are incidents and emergencies in the world that defy logical explanation, events
that could be defined as supernatural, extraterrestrial, or simply otherworldly. Standard
laws do not allow for such instances, nor are most officials or authorities trained to
handle them. In recognition of these facts, one organization has been created that can.
Assembled by a loose international coalition, their mission is to deal with these
situations using diplomacy, guile, force, and strategy as necessary. They shield the rest
of the world from their own actions, and clean up the messes left in their wake. They
are our protection, our guide, our sword, and our voice, all rolled into one. They are
O.C.L.T. Nothing is ever normal in Old Mill, NC, particularly when Cletus J. Diggs and
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his buddy Jasper decide to go fishing. When Jasper tells him two fishermen they know
saw a dinosaur in The Great Dismal Swamp, Cletus is ready to chock it up to shadows
and too much beer. When he and Jasper are out fishing themselves and find a bass
boat jammed nose first into the bottom of the Perquimans River with nothing left of the
other two men but a boot with a leg protruding from it and one big-assed track in the
mud, things get serious. Joined by Geoffrey Bullfinch, Wendell "Mack" Macklemore,
and Isabella Ferrara of the O.C.L.T., two genetic scientists with a strange story of
hurricanes and DNA splicing, and a strange cast of others (including a very loud
cockatiel)- Cletus has to solve the mystery of where the monster killing people in the
swamp came from, where it's gone and find a way to stop it before it kills again.
Unfortunately for the team, taking down a forty foot sixteen ton dinosaur no one
believes in is no easy task, and the clock is ticking... This is the Fifth book in the
O.C.L.T. series, following the novella "Brought to Light," By Aaron Rosenberg, the novel
"The Parting," by David Niall Wilson, the novella "The Temple of Camazotz," also by
David Niall Wilson, and the novel "Incursion," by Aaron Rosenberg (in which the
existence of the O.C.L.T. as a cohesive unit is finalized). You can read more about the
adventures of Cletus J. Diggs in "The Not Quite Right Reverend Cletus J. Diggs & The
Currently Accepted Habits of Nature," and "The Not Quite Right Reverend Cletus J.
Diggs & The Crazy Case of Foreman James." Coming soon from the O.C.L.T. - "The
Noose Club," by David Bischoff (writing with David Niall Wilson).
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Donovan DeChance is a collector of ancient manuscripts and books, a practicing mage,
and a private investigator. He is also a very private man, and he is in love. When he
invites his partner and lover, Amethyst, for a quiet dinner, she has no idea of his true
intention. Donovan has planned a sharing - a vision that will give her the keys to his
early life - the origins of his power - and a lot more than she bargained for. The story
leads to the town of Rookwood in 1842, an old wagon, a traveling charalatan, a cat, a
horse, and a boy named Bones. It leads through the history of other stories, and back
to Donovan's home, giving Amethyst, and fans of Donovan DeChance, a glimpse into
the man, and his magic. Join young Donovan as he fights to keep his soul, save a town,
and learn the roots of his teacher and guardian - and meet his familiar, Cleo. Magic,
mayhem, and books - always the books. Welcome to the world of Donovan DeChance.
???·????????????????, ???????????, ????????????. 1841?, ????????????, ???????,
???????. ????????????????, ??????, ????, ????. ???????????, ?????????, ??????,
?????????, ?????????, ????????????, ????????????????. 1853?, ?????,
????????????????, ??????, ????.
More than 160 short stories from bestselling and award-winning authors. This volume will
introduce you to horror, mystery, fantasy and thrills, from the dark worlds of Lovecraft to the
cutting-edge suspense of the mean streets of the cities of the world. This monster collection
speaks in the voices of some of today's leading masters of the short story, with something
certain to appeal to every reader. Find a new creative voice to follow. Find a new world to love.
An amazing wealth of fiction and imagination. Included in Corruption at the Crossroad: 12+1:
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Twelve Short Thrillers And A Play — Raymond Benson The Devil Made Me Do It Again And
Again — Paul Dale Anderson Seeing Red — David J. Schow Bedbugs — Rick Hautala
Destinations Unknown — Gary Braunbeck The Call Of Distant Shores — David Niall Wilson
Falling Idols — Brian Hodge In The End, Only Darkness — Monica J O'Rourke 13: A Collection
Of Horror And Weird Fiction — Michael Boatman Vapors: The Essential G. Wayne Miller
Fiction, Vol. 2 — G. Wayne Miller Scars And Other Distinguishing Marks — Richard Christian
Matheson
A vision from ancient Egypt and a call from an old acquaintance send Rebecca York, mystic,
occult expert, and adventurer to Arizona, and then Jerusalem and the Dead Sea to prevent a
horrifying attack from the annals of history. This is the first full length novel of the O.C.L.T. - the
Orphic Crisis Logistical Taskforce.
Donovan DeChance is a collector of ancient manuscripts and books, a practicing mage, and a
private investigator. Over the span of a long life, he has gathered and archived the largest
occult library in the world. When a local houngan begins meddling with powers she may not be
able to control, a turf war breaks out between the Dragons motorcycle club and the Los
Escorpiones street gang—a war that threatens to open portals between worlds and destroy the
city in the process. With his lover, Amethyst, his familiar, Cleo – an Egyptian Mau the size of a
small bobcat –the dubious aid of a Mexican sorcerer named Martinez and the budding gifts of a
young artist named Salvatore, DeChance begins a race against time, magic, and almost
certain death. The fate of the city rests on his success, and on the rare talent of a boy who
walks in two worlds, and dreams of dragons
The Chinese Odyssey, Volume 2 combined textbook and workbook comprises the second
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semester of a first-year Chinese course for students in high school or college
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